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INSTALLATION 
INSTRUCTIONS

SKID SHOE
•  G R O U N D  R O L L E R  •



NOTE:  Follow the instructions below for 
installation of ground roller bearing skid-shoes for 
either heavy duty type flails or standard duty type 
flails. Reverse these instructions for skid-shoe removal.

Heavy Duty Flail Installation:  Starting on one side 
of the flail, unbolt the hardware securing the ground 
roller bracket to the side of the flail, and then unbolt 
and remove the bearing cap (see Figure 1.)  NOTE: A 
heavy duty side or rear flail is illustrated on the 
left half of (Figure 1,) and a heavy duty boom flail is 
illustrated on the right half of (Figure 1.)  Loosen the 
(2) setscrews securing the ground roller bearing to the 
ground roller shaft, and then slide the entire ground 
roller bracket and bearing assembly off of the ground 
roller shaft.  Remove the bottom (2) bolts securing 
the ground roller bearing housing to the bracket as 
illustrated, and then replace them with the supplied 
longer bolts.  Place the skid-shoe over the longer bolts, 
and then secure it with the supplied nuts.  Reassemble 
the ground roller bearing/bracket assembly to the 
ground roller and flail.  Secure the bracket to the flail 
with its hardware, and then secure the bearing to the 
ground roller shaft by tightening the (2) setscrews.  
Replace the bearing cap, and then repeat for the other 
side of the flail (see Figure 2.)  Reverse these instructions 
for ground roller skid shoe removal.

CAUTION! Make sure the flail and the ground roller 
are secured to prevent movement, as they will be 
unbolted from each other to gain access to the 
bearing bolts. Assemble the skid-shoes to one side 
of the flail at a time.

Standard Duty Flail Installation:  Remove the bottom 
(2) bolts securing the ground roller bearing housing 
to the bracket as illustrated.  Bolt the skid-shoe to 
the ground roller bracket with the supplied longer 
bolts.  Repeat for the other side of the flail (see Figure 3.)  
Reverse these instructions for ground roller skid shoe 
removal.
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